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BE Board
Thank you

Location / co-hosting

Sponsors Belgium 2017

OWASP cannot recommend the use of products, services, or recommend specific companies
Program

19h00  OWASP update
       Lieven Desmet

19h10 – 20h00  XSS defense strategies
               Jim Manico

Break

20h10 – 21h00  Why traditional Web security technologies no longer suffice
               Philippe De Ryck
New OWASP BE Board members

• Stella Dineva
• Thomas Herlea
• Adolfo Solero
• Sebastien Deleersnyder
• Lieven Desmet
• Bart De Win
• Erwin Geirnaert
• David Mathy
Next Belgium chapter meetings

• Planning:
  — Feb 2017
  — May 2017
  — September 2017
  — October/November 2017

• Suggestions for speakers / venues are always welcome!
OWASP AppSec EU
Belfast
8-12 May 2017

8-10 May:
Training
10 May:
Pre-Conference Event
11-12 May:
Conference

Jaya Baloo
CISO
KPN Telecom

Jeremiah Grossmann
Founder
WhiteHat Security

Brian Honan
Founder
IRISSCERT

Shannon Lietz
DevSecOps
Lead Intuit

https://2017.appsec.eu | @AppSecEU | #AppSecBelfast
Early bird ends today!
OWASP SUMMIT 2017

12-16 JUNE 2017, LONDON
All pages

Here is all the current Workshops, Participants and Logistic pages for this Summit.

You can read more about it on the [README](https://owaspsummit.org).

**Workshops**

- AWS Lambda Security
- Browser Security
- Mobile Security
- NextGen Security Scanners
- Responsible Disclosure
- OwaspSAMM
- Securing GitHub Integrations
Get involved

- Use and donate (feed)back!
- Attend chapter meetings
- Contribute to projects
- Donate resources
- Sponsor chapters / projects
- Become Member
Enjoy the chapter meeting!

owasp.be

@owasp_be